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Abstract
In the CAD, CAM, and Robotics environment the on-line construction and manipulation of data objects is very often done at dedicated workstations rather than at host systems. As the storage space of workstations is usually not that large and as large designs are also not performed by a single designer but by a group of designers, in general, one would like to use host database systems as central servers to store, to retrieve, and to "communicate" data objects. Current database management systems, however, have mainly been designed for business administration purposes where much simpler structured data objects occur. But even if the server database system offers adequate complex object support, the question remains what should work together: that is, how the changes performed at the workstation should be communicated back to the server such that a new version of an object can be created at the host site in an efficient and storage saving way. In this paper the approach implemented in the Advanced Information Management Prototype (AIM-P) at the IBM Heidelberg Scientific Center is described. The AIM-P database management system is based on NF2 (Non First Normal Form) relations and follows the strategy of a multi-level cooperation/communication between workstation and server database system in order to reduce redundant work at both sides as much as possible.

1. Introduction
Current database management systems have mainly been designed for business administration applications like accounting, banking, etc. Within these application areas, an "object" from the user's point of view, that is a part, a customer, a supplier, an employee, etc., is usually represented by just one record (tuple) in the database or - in more complex cases - by a small collection of records. Therefore, a simple tabular (relational) representation of the data is sufficient here, in general. In the engineering environment, however, that is in the areas of Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), and Robotics, the data structures are usually much more complex. Though it is possible to map them into normal ("flat") relational structures, this is not very satisfying in many cases, both, from a conceptual as well as from a performance point of view. Therefore, database research has been working since several years on developing data models and underlying implementations to deal with these complex structures in a more adequate way (see e.g. /BB84, BC85, BK85, BKK85, Da86, Eb84, Fi83, HL82, HR83, Lu85, SRG83, VKC86, SW86/).

However, not only the structural complexity of the stored data differs between business administration data and engineering data, but also the way how users actually work with these data is different. In the business administration environment typical transactions access only a few records (exception: statistical queries), perform only a few operations, and last only a few seconds.

In the engineering environment, due to the structural complexity of data, data accesses and data manipulation - often invisible for the user - cause a lot of database operations. Also the logical units of work, that is the manipulation or creation of data objects, are usually a rather complex piece of work, very often requiring some auxiliary software and hardware in order to display and verify the results. For both reasons (structural complexity and additional software/hardware demands), engineering users tend to perform their work at private workstations rather than at general purpose time-sharing systems (host systems), and to use the host system as a database server. (Note, that there are also trends in the business administration environment to off-load some of the work, especially for statistical evaluations, to departmental or personal computers (see e.g. /DBDZ85, GC85, Go84, RK86/).)

As data accesses of a CAD program to the host system at runtime would cause very long delays, the necessary data is usually extracted ("checked out", see /HL82/) at the beginning and brought back into the host "database ("checked in") when all the work has been done. If large complex objects are manipulated at the workstation, the question arises what shall be transferred back at check-in time and what shall take place subsequently at the server site. To simply replace the old objects by the new objects is often not very adequate because in the environment users usually want to keep old versions of an object (see e.g. /BK85, DL85, Ka85, KL84, KS86, Ne83/). On the other side, to generally store the new and the old versions always completely is also prohibitive because of storage space reasons.

An obvious solution would be to record all changes which occur to the object during manipulation at the workstation and to subsequently generate a sequence of normal "high level" data manipulation statements (e.g. in SEQUEL/SQ1, /CJ76, IBM2/) which are executed by the server database system at check-in time. By doing so, the server database system would be able to perform all the changes (hereby optionally creating a compact "delta version" (see /DL84/) of the object). On the other side, however, this would mean to duplicate at the server more or less all the work which has already been performed at the workstation. This is not only a waste of resources but also check-in times may become very long. Also the mapping of "low level" data manipulation operations produced by the workstation CAD software into reasonable "high level" data manipulation statements may become a non-trivial problem.

Under such circumstances the probably best solution is that server database system and workstation database system are de-
signed to cooperatively work together. This opens the possibility to lay out both systems in such a way that check-out requests, object transfer, and object check-in (complete object or information about changes) can be handled at the most appropriate system levels and in the most efficient way. This is the way we tried to follow with the Advanced Information Management Prototype (AIM-P /Lu85, Da86/).

The key idea can be outlined as follows: The workstation operates on a so-called object buffer which is assumed to reside completely in virtual memory, in general. This object buffer stores a complex object in a form which allows fast traversal as well as fast access to subobjects (parts). Workstation users will usually work with the AIM-P on-line interface (APPS86) to browse through object libraries but will use the Application Program Interface (API /EW86, EW87/) when really working with an object. Objects to be checked out are specified using the same 'high level' query statements as provided by the on-line interface. After check-out the API offers hierarchically oriented cursors to "navigate" on the complex object in the object buffer as well as to communicate changes to the object buffer.

The object buffer is implemented in such a way that redundant changes (e.g. if certain pieces of data have been modified more than once since check-out) are detected and removed "automatically" during update processing. As a consequence, only the 'net' changes have to be communicated back to the server at check-in time. In addition, changes are reflected at the level of AIM-P's base access and storage units - the so-called substructures (see Section 2). Hence, check-in processing at the server can avoid the overhead of normal ('high level') query processing and - more than that - can selectively touch only those parts of a complex object which are actually affected by the change. Though the solution described in this paper uses AIM-P and its implementation as a reference basis, the general idea is certainly applicable to a large variety of systems.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 an AIM-P system overview is given which covers the AIM-P data model, query language, storage structures, and system architecture. The techniques for AIM-P object buffer management (incl. object buffer layout, check-out processing, and check-in processing) are described in detail in Section 3. In Section 4 the AIM-P Application Program Interface (API) is shortly discussed to give an impression how the programmer actually works with AIM-P at a workstation. Section 5 provides some final remarks on the main issues of this paper and on some future directions of research in the AIM-P project.

2. System Overview

In the following we will briefly introduce the AIM-P data model, query language, storage structures, and system architecture, as far as needed to understand the subsequent discussion. More detailed descriptions of these issues can be found in /Lu85, DGBW85, Da86, PT86, Pa86, ALPS86/.

The AIM-P system is a DBMS prototype implementation to support NF2 relations (see e.g. /JSS82, FTS83, RKS84, ABB84, Sch85/), also known as 'relations with relation valued attributes' (see e.g. /Jae85a, Jae85b, SBS86/), as 'unnormalized relations' (see e.g. /OY85/). An NF2 relation (also called NF3 table) may have atomic and non-atomic attributes. Atomic attributes are e.g. type boolean, integer, real, or string, whereas non-atomic attributes are relation-valued (see e.g. /Jae85a, Jae85b, SBS86/). In the latter case we also use the term [NF]N subrelation of [N]P table. A table in first normal form (NF) is just a special case of an NF2 table (without non-atomic attributes). Hence, in the NF2 data model tables as well as subtuples may be non-flat (i.e. hierarchically structured) or flat.

Fig. 1 shows an example of an NF2 table which is non-flat. The PROGRAMS table has - at the top level - two atomic attributes PROGRAMNAME (program name) and MAINPROG (main program) as well as two non-atomic attributes MODULIES and MACLIBS (macro libraries).

MODULES is a non-flat subtable with an atomic attribute MODNAME (module name) and a non-atomic attribute PRO-
Fig. 6 shows those components of AIM-P which are mainly involved in query execution and result table creation. We will first shortly explain how data extraction on the lower levels of the system is done: The database pages which contain the requested data are retrieved via the Buffer Manager (step 1). The Subtuple Manager (or Record Manager) is then responsible for the interpretation of the page contents; it retrieves - TID driven - those data and Mini Directory subtuples (records) of a complex object which are required for further processing on higher system levels. These subtuples are delivered to the Database (DB) Walk Manager (step 2). This comprises of providing a so-called walk interface for the Query Processor (step 2). Since these database walk functions (together with the Result Walk Manager) are the essential tool for reading data from the database and writing these data into the result table (step 4), we will describe this interface in some detail in Section 3.2.2. The other steps shown in Fig. 6 (steps 5 to 8) will also be explained later on.

3. Result Table and Object Buffer Management

As already described in Sect. 2, the AIM-P main system at the database server is split into three major parts: a complex object (NF tuple) to provide fast access with only few disk accesses to every subobject of a complex object. Moreover, MD subtuples and data subtuples are also kept separate such that scanning the MD structure of an NF tuple can be done without touching the data subtuples (and in most cases) the pages they are residing on; the rationale behind this approach is efficiently support projection and selection operations by reading only those parts of an NF tuple which are required in the predicate evaluation (if any) or show up in the result table.

When having specified a query, however, the result table contains nothing but relevant attributes and subobjects. Hence, a more compact representation scheme is adequate for storing the data and structural information of a complex result object - the AIM-P object buffer format. The AIM-P object buffer in its current implementation always contains one [complex] result object with an arbitrary number of [complex] subobjects at a time (but could be easily extended to contain several [complex] result objects at a time, if needed). The object buffer can therefore be seen as a kind of "window" over the result table as shown in Fig. 7. Usually the result table of a query contains more than one [complex] result object. Each of these result objects is created at the server (in the object buffer) and then - as soon as it is complete - written into the result table on external storage (temporary segment). The result table as a whole is finally sent to the workstation where the object buffer is used - again - to accommodate a complex result object as long as it is internally processed (see Sect. 3.3).

The following four demands mainly guided our design and implementation of the AIM-P object buffer.

1. Fast access: Fast access to any part (subtable/subobjects) of a complex object in the object buffer shall be adequately supported.
2. Site autonomy: Any kind of processing in the object buffer at a workstation shall be possible in an autonomous way. Especially, the workstation DBMS shall be able to create and insert new objects/subobjects locally, i.e. without having to ask the server DBMS for empty space, free addresses (TIDs), etc. All that work shall be postponed until check in processing is done, thus avoiding unnecessary interactions between server and workstation.
3. Object buffer size: It considerably simplifies and speeds up the check-out / check-in process at the workstation if a common data structure for complex object transfer between server and workstation on the one side and for complex object processing at the workstation on the other side is used. We therefore tried to find an object buffer layout which is suitable for both, object transfer and object processing.
4. Efficient check-in: The information kept in the object buffer should also directly support efficient check-in techniques at the server. It cannot be tolerated, for instance, that the database server has to scan the object buffer completely just to find out where changes have been performed at the workstation. That is, a mechanism must be provided by the object buffer management to locate changes in a complex object easily and to materialize these changes in the database efficiently. Especially, redundant work at the server should be avoided as far as possible to achieve also a substantial reduction of the server's workload by manipulating complex objects at a workstation.

Data which shall be processed at a workstation is extracted from the AIM-P database and thereby transformed into the object buffer format. In Section 3.1 we explain how this internal format of complex (result) objects looks like. Then in Section 3.2, it will be shown how data extraction and format transformation are actually done. In Section 3.3 the mechanisms for data manipulation in the object buffer at the workstation are described. Finally, in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, propagation of changed data from the workstation back to the server and materialization of these changes in the server database are discussed.

3.1 Object Buffer Layout

The AIM-P object buffer consists of two major areas: A description area and a data area. Both are linear, consecutive storage spaces residing in virtual memory. Fig. 8 shows the contents of the object buffer after having loaded the complex result object 'program AIMPVO1' and its subobjects as shown in the result table of Fig. 4. We will use Fig. 8 in the following to explain the AIM-P object buffer concept in more detail.

The contents of the data area are the data of the complex object as selected via the predicates and projections of the query statement (Fig. 3 in our example). The data area does not contain any auxiliary information, such as length descriptions for fields, etc.

The description area contains all structure information which are needed for the interpretation of the data area as well as for the structural representation of the complex object. The description area consists of two parts: a main part and an instance part.

The main part contains some global information like the data area pointer, which points to the beginning (start address) of the data area, the free space offset, which tells where the unused (free) space area begins within the data area, and the no. of subobjects entry, which tells the number of subobjects within the complex object (this number is 5 in Fig. 8 - two modules plus three procedures).

The instance part consists of no. of subobjects + 1 entries (called 'rows' R), containing all the structure and hierarchical relationship (child) information for every subobject of the complex object which is currently residing in the object buffer. To make the description area relocatable as well as to keep address calculation within the instance part simple, all instance rows have the same length. The first row (R1) describes the object, the other rows (2 ... no. of subobjects + 1) describe the subobjects, i.e. there is also one row Rn per subobject ("instances").

Fig. 9a illustrates how the rows Rn are used to describe a tree structure. Node Rn represents the root of the complex object (program AIMPVO1 in the result table of Fig. 4), node Rn and node Rn represent the two modules PARSL1 and TIML1, which are children (subobjects) of program AIMPVO1. And, Rn stand for the two procedures PARSER and SCANNER in module PARSL1. Node Rn stands for the procedure CONVTIME in module TIML1. Conceptually, child and brother pointers are used as 'links' for a complex object's structural representation in the object buffer.

Fig. 9b shows how these 'links' are implemented via first child pointers. Data which shall be processed at a workstation is extracted from the AIM-P database and thereby transformed into the object buffer format. In Section 3.1 we explain how this internal format of complex (result) objects looks like. Then, in Section 3.2, it will be shown how data extraction and format transformation are actually done. In Section 3.3 the mechanisms for data manipulation in the object buffer at the workstation are described. Finally, in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, propagation of changed data from the workstation back to the server and materialization of these changes in the server database are discussed.
as in rows R_1 and R_4 (procedure level). In all other cases LB, RB, and FC are 'null'.

Besides the LB, RB, and FC information the instance rows also contain data (DA) offsets relatively to the beginning of the data area. One data offset exists in the instance part for each (atomic) attribute value which is stored in the data area. Note, that the data area pointer is the only real pointer (as a virtual memory address) in the object buffer whereas all other kinds of addressing (FC, LB, RB, and DA) are done via row numbers and offsets. This saves much processing time when a complex object is moved to another place, especially from the database server to the workstation and vice versa, since the offsets are stable and need not be recomputed ('relocatable object').

Apart from what has been explained so far, the instance rows contain some more information (especially in the header fields) to keep track of changes which have been performed on the complex object at the workstation since check-out. We will come back to that issue in more detail in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.

### 3.2 Filling the Object Buffer - Check-out

As already mentioned above, the AIM-P object buffer is created and filled with data at the server side. First, an HBR1 query is sent from the workstation to the server where query execution takes place. The server DBMS extracts the requested data from the database and transforms these data into the internal object buffer format. The reader should note that a complex object as it is stored in the database (Fig. 5) cannot be simply taken as 'it is' and sent to a workstation for several reasons:

1. In many cases only certain parts of a complex object are actually needed for processing at the workstation (see also the projections and restrictions in our example query (Fig. 3)). To avoid unnecessary data retrieval and transfer operations, only the requested data should be extracted and transformed to a 'dense' format before sending them out.

2. Database addresses (tuple identifiers (TIDs), page numbers, etc.) are only valid within a certain context, e.g. a database segment. Moving data to another place (such as a workstation) can usually not be done without recomputing these addresses. Even if a more indirect addressing concept via translation tables etc. is used, the contents of these tables must at least be adjusted.

3. Because of hardware and/or software restrictions the workstation DBMS should often be smaller and less complex than the general purpose server DBMS. Therefore, sophisticated storage structures and addressing concepts as they may be used for the server DBMS are not always appropriate for the workstation DBMS.

#### 3.2.1 Updatable and Non-Updatable Query Results

In the following, we will have to distinguish between two kinds of queries and query results:

- A non-updatable query result means that the workstation user has formulated a query just to read the query result (result table) which he got from the database server. The user does not want to perform any updates (which shall be propagated back to the server) on this result table. A query result may also be non-updatable 'per se', for instance if join operations or aggregations (SUM, AVG, etc.) have been performed. In these cases there is no simple correspondence between the database objects on the one side and the result objects on the other side such that updates cannot be applied and materialized unambiguously.

- An updatable query result permits any kind of update operations on the result data at the workstation, and the updates can of course also be materialized at the server later on.

In AIM-P the workstation user must state for any query explicitly if a non-updatable query result (updatable or non-updatable) he wants to have. The server DBMS creates a request for an updatable query result, it checks whether the following conditions are all fulfilled:

1. The query extracts its data only from a single database table.
2. No joins between subtables have been specified (i.e. no restructuring has been done).

3. No attribute values in the result table have been generated using aggregation functions (SUM, AVG, ... ) or arithmetic functions.

If one of these checks fails the workstation user gets a message that the given query produces a non-updatable query result. The query in Fig. 3 complies with these rules since it contains only projections and restrictions, i.e. the result table shown in Fig. 4 is updatable.

An updatable query result differs from a non-updatable one in so far, that the database addresses (TIDs) are part of the object buffer in the first case, while they are missing in the second case. These addresses are in fact 'address pairs' which consist of the address of the respective data subtable (DST, in Fig. 9b) and the address of the MD subtable it belongs to (MD in Fig. 9b). These addresses are contained in the header fields of the instance rows R_1, R_4 which, in turn, are part of the description area of the object buffer, as already described in Section 3.1 (see also Fig. 9b). DST, for instance, represents the address (TID) of the data subtable 'AIMPV01 QPTEST' shown in Fig. 5, etc.

Most of the following discussion applies to both updatable and non-updatable query results. In our examples, however, we refer to the creation of an updatable query result (Figs. 3 and 4) since that scenario contains some more interesting aspects than the non-updatable case.

#### 3.2.2 Result Table and Object Buffer Creation at the Server

As for the AIM-P system complex objects are no "special animals" but normal NF tables, it supports - according to the NF data model - not only retrieval of complex objects as a whole but also selections and projections within a complex object (see Fig. 3). As a consequence, the hierarchical structure of such an object has to be explicitly exposed at some system-internal level to enable reasonable access to its subparts. As already outlined in Section 2, NF tuples are stored in a hierarchical fashion using MD and data subtables. To shield the Query Processor component (see Fig. 6) from implementation details of these "physical" structures, a somewhat "higher" logical interface called database walk is used in AIM-P to traverse this hierarchy.

In reality, this database walk provides not just one operator for traversing a complete object, but a set of intermittent elementary walks, each of which is bound to one NF table or subtable. At the instance level, the walks are "walking" over the respective NF table or subtable occurrences. To process e.g. an NF table having the structure as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, one walk would have to be opened on PROGRAMS, two others - below this walk - on MODULES respectively MACLIBS, and finally also on PROCEDURES ("below" the MODULES walk) and MACROS ("below" the MACLIBS walk).

Being positioned on a specific subobject, a walk gives access to the atomic fields defined at this level, e.g. to PROGRAM NAME and MAINPROG at the PROGRAMS level, to MODNAME at the MODULES level, to PROCNAME and SIZE at the PROCEDURE level, etc. The current walk position also defines the scope for the dependent walks "below". For example, the top level walk is positioned on the first complex object (first program), hereby giving access to the atomic values (AIMPV01, QPTEST), the walk at the MODULES level can only process the modules belonging to the first program (PARSLI, TIM11, COROU2). The same holds, analogously, for the walk on PROCEDURES (PROCNAME, SIZE), whose scope is defined by the walk on MODULES (within the walk on PROGRAMS).

In total, one can also see a database walk as a multi-level scan operation or some kind of currency indicator as used in CODASYL-like systems/CODA78/. There is also a pretty close relationship to the concepts used for "navigation" in IMS/IBMI/.

Processing a query leads to the creation of a result table containing the updatable or non-updatable query result (see Section 3.2.1), which is then sent to the workstation for further processing (step 5 in Fig. 6). Opposed to ordinary NF tables, as permanently or temporarily stored in the database, the NF tuples (complex objects) within this result table are stored in the object buffer representation form as described in Section 3.1. As also
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3.3 Object Buffer Processing at the Workstation

As already mentioned above, the reason for providing an object buffer at the workstation is to achieve some level of site autonomy, efficient processing of complex objects at the workstation site, and workload reduction at the server site by off-loading some of the DBMS work to the workstation.

A necessary precondition to fulfill the first goal (site autonomy) is to provide the workstation with enough information about the object(s) in the object buffer(s). How this information currently looks like in AIM-P has been described in Section 3.1. Autonomous processing has two sides, however: check-out and check-in. To enable an efficient and "selective" (transmission and processing of changes, only) check-in mechanism at the server later on, the workstation has to "protocol" all changes which happened to its complex objects in one way or another.

The most straightforward solution would be to use traditional DBMS after image logging; this is not feasible here, because the object buffer representation does not correspond to the complex objects stored in the NF' database tables at the server side. That is, these after image log records could not directly be processed at the server side. But even if this would have been possible, the amount of data to be transmitted and the resulting processing overhead would be prohibitive, in general. To use operation logging instead of after image logging would be possible, in principle, contractions, however, to the goal of reducing some of the work at the server side. Without applying highly optimized techniques to the initial sequence of (log) operations in order to eliminate redundant operations or to group operations where possible by object and subobject, the server would just repeat all the work already done at the workstation side, hereby causing long check-in times.

In AIM-P, protocolling is therefore done by "flagging" the affected parts of an object in the object buffer according to the operation(s) performed. By having different flags for insertions, updates, and deletions, and by having some kind of flag priority scheme (delete "overrides" a previously performed insert or update), the object buffer is self-optimizing with respect to the elimination of redundant operations.

The flagging itself can be done in two ways, namely:

- one-level flagging
- multi-level flagging.

When performing one-level flagging, only those instance rows (respectively subobjects) in the object buffer are flagged, which are directly affected by the change. This is sufficient from an information point of view, requires, however, a complete sequential scan of the description area at check-in time at the server (see Section 3.1). If the objects to be processed are not very big, i.e., if they do not consist of too many subobjects, this overhead is tolerable, in general. If the objects are very big, however (and in many applications they are), a more selective scheme, which avoids - or at least reduces - this overhead, would be preferable.

For that purpose, the multi-level flagging scheme has been developed. In this scheme, not only the directly affected instance rows (respectively subobjects) are flagged, but also all other rows lying on the same hierarchical path from the directly affected instance row up to the root of the hierarchy (see Section 3.1). The purpose of the additional "higher level" flags is to signal the Update Manager (see Fig. 6 and Section 3.5) whether - within a given subtree of the object hierarchy - a modification has been done in some lower level of the object. To distinguish "signal flags" from real change flags, different flag types are used. This upward propagation of changes via signal flags is already done at the workstation during normal object buffer processing. The upward propagation of flags causes very little extra overhead since the workstation DBMS keeps always track of the 'parent' rows of an instance row.

3.4 Update Propagation - Check-in Preparation and Execution at the Workstation

If a query result has been changed at the workstation (via the result walk services shown in the Appendix), the Result Walk Manager must be able to propagate these changes back to the server where they can be materialized in the database. It would be far too expensive - especially if just a few small changes have been performed in some large complex objects - to send all objects from the result table back to the server. For a given result table the Result Walk Manager at the workstation must therefore be able to:

- find out which complex objects have been changed,
- extract the changed data from these complex objects.

The Result Walk Manager can then perform some kind of 'delta propagation' in order to reduce the communication overhead between workstation and server.

To find out which complex objects have been changed, the Result Walk Manager maintains a bit list for each result table with one bit position per complex object result. A bit is 'on' if and only if the respective object has been changed. At propagation time this bit list is scanned and those complex objects which have been changed are read into the object buffer for further examination.

To support delta propagation on complex object level, the Result Walk Manager at the workstation does not mix the 'old' data (which have been sent from the server to the workstation) and the 'new' data (which are created at the workstation during updates and inserts). As a general strategy, no update in place is performed in the data area even if the length of an attribute value does not change. New data or changed data are always appended to the current end of the data area. The respective data offset in the instance row (DA field in Fig. 9b) is set or changed to maintain the correct address.

Fig. 10 shows the object buffer of Fig. 9 after a new module (with one procedure) has been inserted and the name of an old module (PARS12) has been changed to PARS12. To reflect the insertions, two new instance rows have been created at the end of the description area, one (R0) for the new module and one (R1) for the new procedure in that module. To connect R0 and R1 to the existing instance tree, RB (right brother) in R0, which was previously 'null' - and LB (left brother) in R1, have been set. The name of the new module (CHECK) and the data for the new procedure (CHECKDATA, 40) have been appended to the current end of the data area (offsets Oi, Oi, Oi).

The update of the MODNAME attribute for module PARS12 has then been done via an insertion at offset Oi in the data area, and the respective data offset in instance row R1 has been changed from Oi (PARSL) to Oi (PARSL2). This mechanism requires, of course, some more storage space in the data area than an update-in-place strategy. The major advantage is, however, that the new data is always separated from the old data and hence needs not be extracted at propagation time. Since both kinds of data (old and new) are stored in the same data area, addressing can still be done in a simple and uniform way.

To propagate all these changes back to the server, the description area (incl. rows R0 to R1) and the new (!) contents of the data area (from offset Oj to offset Oj) areconcatenated in virtual storage. The start offset of the new data (Oj) is stored within the main part of the description area since it is needed later on for address...
calculation at the server side. The concatenated storage spaces are then sent back to the database server (step 6 in Fig. 6).

3.5 Update Materialization at the Server

After having received the 'delta' object buffer(s) from the workstation at the server the Update Manager of the server DBMS is responsible for the materialization of all changes (updates, insertions, and deletions) which are reflected in these object buffer(s). The changes must be transformed into modifications of the database storage structures (Mini Directory (MD) and data subtables, steps 7 and 8 in Fig. 6).

A complex object in the object buffer may contain an arbitrary number and 'mixture' of changes at different places and on different levels: Some of its data may have been updated at the workstation, new subobjects may have been inserted, and old subobjects may have been deleted. The Update Manager must look at the 'change flags' (which have been introduced in Section 3.3) in the instance rows to find out where (and which kind of) changes have been performed.

When a change has been detected in the object buffer (via the flags), the database addresses (TIDs) in the header of the respective instance row (MD and DST, in Fig. 10b) are used to determine those database subtables which have to be modified. Depending on the 'change flags', the following actions have to be performed to materialize the changes in the database:

- **Update**: In case of a simple update the TID of the respective data subtable (DST) is known from the instance row. The Update Manager modifies that data subtable via an appropriate Subtable Manager call, where the update is (physically) performed at the end.
- **Deletion**: If the change flag says that a subobject shall be deleted from a certain subtable, the MD subtable of this subtable is accessed via its TID (MD, in the instance row). The address entry for the subobject is determined via a search and can then be eliminated from the MD subtable. Finally, the whole subobject can be deleted. This is all done via an appropriate series of Subtable Manager calls ('update subtable', 'delete subtable(s)'). The deletion of a complex object as a whole is just a special case of this strategy.
- **Insertion**: For an insertion of a new subobject, the MD subtable of the subtable where the insertion shall be done must be retrieved. Its address can again be found as MD, in the instance row. The subobject is stored via Subtable Manager calls ('store subtable(s)'), and a new address entry is appended to the end of the respective MD subtable. This MD subtable is finally updated.

The creation of a new complex object as a whole can again be treated as a special case of that scenario. The new object is built up in the object buffer at the workstation and then passed to the server for insertion into the database table where empty space is acquired, addresses (TIDs) are assigned, etc.

4. Introduction to the Application Program Interface

As already stated earlier, an application program at a workstation does not directly interact with the Result Walk Manager. The Result Walk interface (see Appendix) is not yet the right tool for that purpose since it offers only some basic services (as procedure calls) for object buffer and result table processing. A more user friendly - and also more powerful - interface for data access and manipulation via an application program had to be provided.

In the following we just want to give an impression how the AIM-P application program interface (API) works and how it looks like. A more comprehensive discussion can be found in /EW86/ and /EW87/.

For using AIM-P from an application program at a workstation a precompilation approach has been taken which is an extension to what has been done for System R /LW79/ and SQL/DS /BIN7/.

To define which query result shall be processed, the programmer embeds the appropriate HDBL query statement (such as the one in Fig. 3) into the source code of the application program. Such a result declaration can be done via the statement: DECLARE RESULT result_name [FOR UPDATE] FROM QUERY_STATEMENT SELECT ...

'Result name' becomes the program-internal name (identifier) of the result table to be obtained from the database server, and via the 'FOR UPDATE' option an updatable query result (see Section 3.2.1) can be requested. The DECLARE RESULT statement, however, does not imply the query execution and data extraction. This has to be done via another statement which is also embedded into the application program: EVALUATE result_name. These statements for result table declaration and data extraction have been separated in order to permit a repetitive execution of a query which has to be defined (and parsed, etc.) only once (see also /LW79/ and /Ch81/ for a similar concept in System R).

Before we discuss how the contents of a result table can be processed via the API, the general strategy for program precompilation and execution shall be explained. The embedded statements (like DECLARE, EVALUATE, and others which will be described later on) are understood by the API precompiler. The precompiler transforms the source program with the embedded statements so that it can then be processed by the 'normal' compiler. At precompilation time, the embedded statements are replaced by procedure calls to the API runtime system (RTS) which runs on top of the Result Walk Manager (see Fig. 6). At program execution time (runtime), the application program calls the API runtime system which in turn calls the Result Walk Manager for certain operations on the result table.

Query execution and data extraction at the server are also done at runtime via a call to the API RTS which is forwarded to the Query Processor. The result table is then sent to the workstation where further processing is done via the API.

As an extension to the cursor concept for (flat) tables in System R and SQL/DS, hierarchical cursors can be defined in the application program to handle also non-flat result tables. Like a database or result walk (see Section 3.2.2), a hierarchical cursor consists of a set of interdependent elementary cursors. Each elementary cursor is bound to one 'data subtable level' in the hierarchy. Because of this one-to-one correspondence between cursors and walkers, a cursor can directly be implemented as a walk at the Result Walk interface /Ku87/.

The cursor definition in the application program is again done via an embedded statement (DECLARE CURSOR ...) which is understood by the API precompiler. Other statements, which the API precompiler transforms into API RTS calls, are available to OPEN, to MOVE, or to CLOSE a cursor. The application program interface offers, however, less flexibility than that provided by the Result Walk Manager one level "below". The programmer may move, for instance, a cursor forward or backward by a given step-width. He may also move it directly to a certain position in a table or subtable which can be used for paging (e.g. last processing of lists from element ... to element ...). These more powerful cursor operations are mapped down by the API RTS to a sequence of calls at the Result Walk interface.

Embedded program statements like FETCH, UPDATE, INSERT, and DELETE can be used:

- to read data from a result table into application program variables,
- to change data in objects or subobjects, i.e. to move the contents of program variables into a result table,
- to insert new objects or subobjects into a result table,
- to delete existing objects or subobjects from a result table.

These statements are always bound to a cursor. The cursor's state (ON an object/subobject, BEFORE an object/subobject, etc.) and position within the table or subtable determine which data are actually read, changed, inserted, or deleted. (UPDATE, INSERT, and DELETE statements are only allowed, of course, for updatable query results.) All these statements are in fact set-oriented. This simplifies programming substantially and may also speed up runtime processing since the number of RTS calls can be reduced. The programmer may, for instance, delete all objects or subobjects of a table or subtable via one DELETE statement, and he may also use one INSERT statement to insert more than one object or subobject at a time. Since an INSERT state-
ment also delivers the data, this implies that a set of data must be provided rather than the data for a single object or subobject. For that purpose, the programmer may fill an 'array' in the application program with the new data before the insertion is done. Besides that set-orientation, there is also - as another option - a tuple-orientation which can be used for further simplification of data handling and data transfer between the application program and the API runtime system [EW86]. If the programmer wants to read the data tuple-oriented, he must provide suitable record variables in his application program where the data can be delivered by the API runtime system. Tuples and set orientation can, of course, also be used in combination if an array of records is provided.

5. Summary and Outlook

In this paper we have described how a workstation and a server DBMS can closely work together such that in an engineering design environment (and not only there) a substantial reduction of the server's workload can be achieved. As opposed to concepts used for most distributed database management systems, the systems in our approach do not only communicate via the "high level" [relational] database interface but also via "lower" system interfaces. That is, we have proposed a logically tight cooperation between workstation and server database system using a multi-level cooperation and communication strategy. The solution described in this paper has been fully implemented and is in use as an integral part of our DBMS. Though this approach helps already quite a lot to speed up check-in processing, we would like to gain even more from the local processing which is done (or could be done) at the workstation.

In the current implementation, e.g. index updates are performed completely at the server side during check-in processing. Though this is not that bad for simple indexes like B-trees, the overhead for maintaining more complex indexes - e.g. like our text fragment index [KW81] - is considerable. Instead of performing all this work at check-in time at the server, a lot of preparatory work (e.g. text decomposition and computation of all index terms for text index maintenance) could already be done at the workstation. Also more has to be done for consistency control, like checking whether a unique key condition has been violated during update processing at the workstation. This should also already be done ahead of normal check-in processing. We are cooperating with the University of Darmstadt (see [De86, DO86]) to develop more comprehensive solutions. -- In this cooperation we are also currently looking into the problems of concurrency control for workstation server DBMS's what has not been mentioned in this paper so far. The granularity of locking (complex object level, subobject level, subtree level, ...), for instance, will of course be a decisive factor for the overall system performance in a multi-user environment.

The Advanced Information Management Prototype has now entered the phase of being experimentally used in various application areas. Especially connecting the system to CAD, CAM, and Robotics applications will be of major interest (see [DDKL,86, KLW86, KL85, KSW86]). We plan to report about our experiences in a forthcoming paper.
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